This paper presents an extension of the simply-typed -calculus allowing iteration and case reasoning over terms of functional types that arise when using higher order abstract syntax. This calculus aims at being the kernel for a type theory in which the user will be able to formalize logics or formal systems using the LF methodology, while taking advantage of new induction and recursion principles, extending the principles available in a calculus such as the Calculus of Inductive Constructions. The key idea of our system is the use of modal logic S4. We present here the system, its typing rules and reduction rules. The system enjoys the decidability of typability, soundness of typed reduction with respect to the typing rules, the Church-Rosser and Strong Normalization properties and it is a conservative extension over the simply-typed -calculus. These properties entail the preservation of the adequacy of encodings.
Higher order abstract syntax (PE88) is a representation technique which proves to be useful when modelizing in a logical framework a language which involves bindings of variables. Thanks to this technique, the formalization of an (object-level) language does not need de nitions for free or bound variables in a term. Nor does it need de nitions of notions of substitutions, which are implemented using the meta-level application, i.e. the application available in the logical framework. Hypothetical judgments are also directly supported by the framework.
On the other hand, inductive de nitions are frequent in mathematics and semantics of programming languages, and induction is an essential tool when developing proofs. Unfortunately it is well-known that a type de ned by means of higher order abstract syntax cannot be de ned as an inductive type in usual inductive type theories (like CCI (Wer94), (PM92), or Martin-L f's Logical Framework (NPS90) for instance).
In a rst step towards the resolution of this dilemma, Frank Pfenning, Carsten Sch rmann and the rst author have presented (DPS97) an extension of the simply-typed -calculus with recursive constructs (operators for iteration and case reasoning), which enables the use of higher order abstract syntax in an inductive type. To achieve that, they use the operator`' of modal logic IS4 to distinguish the types`A ! B' of the functional terms well-typed in the simply-typed -calculus from the types`A ! B' of the functional terms possibly containing recursive constructs.
In this paper, we present an alternative presentation of their system that we claim to be better in several aspects. We use the same mechanism as them to mix higher order abstract syntax and induction but our typing and reduction rules are quite di erent. Indeed there are several presentations of modal -calculus IS4 (BdP96), (PW95), (DP96). We have chosen the variant by Frank Pfenning and Hao-Chi Wong (PW95), which has context stacks instead of simple contexts. This peculiarity creates some di culties in the metatheoretical study but the terms generated by the syntax are simpler than those of (DPS97) (no 'let box' construction), and so this system is more comfortable to use.
Moreover, instead of introducing an operational semantics which computes the canonical form ( -long normal form) using a given strategy, our system has reduction rules, which allow a certain nondeterminism in the mechanism of reduction. We have been able to adapt classic proof techniques to show the important metatheoretic results: decidability of typability, soundness of typing with respect to typing rules, Church-Rosser property (CR), Strong Normalization property (SN) and conservativity of our system with respect to the simply-typed -calculus. The main problems we encountered in the proofs are on one hand due to the use of functional types in the types of the recursive constructors, and on the other hand due to the use of -expansion. To solve the problems due to -expansion, we bene t from previous works done for the simply-typed -calculus (JG95) and for system F (Gha96).
In the second section of the paper, we introduce our version of the modal inductive system, its syntax, its typing and reduction rules. Then in the third section, we prove its essential properties (soundness of typing, CR, SN) from which we deduce that it is a conservative extension of the simply-typed -calculus. Finally, we discuss related works and outline future work. A full version of this paper with complete technical developments is available in (Lel97).
The System
In this section, we present the syntax, the typing rules and the semantics of our system. First, let us brie y recall our motivations.
Higher-Order Abstract Syntax The mechanics of higher order abstract syntax (HOAS) has already been exposed in many places, for example in (HHP93). Let us introduce here a simple example of representation using HOAS, that will be useful later when we illustrate the mechanism of the reduction rules. The interested reader will nd a short discussion on the di erent methods to formalize programming languages in appendix 6.
Suppose we want to represent the untyped -terms in the simply-typed -calculus with no extra equations. We introduce the type L of untyped -terms together with two
It is well-known (HHP93) that the canonical forms ( -normal -long) of type L are in one-to-one correspondence with the closed untyped -terms and that this correspondence is compositional. For instance the term of type L (lam x : L:(app x x)) represents the untyped -term x:(x x). Now, these constructors do not de ne an inductive type in usual inductive type theories like the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (Wer94) or the Extended Calculus of Constructions (Luo94) because of the leftmost occurence of L in the type of constructor lam. If we allowed this kind of inductive de nition, we would be confronted with two serious problems. First, we would lose the one-to-one correspondence between the objects we represent and the canonical forms of type L ! ! L. For instance, if we have a Case construct (de nition of a function by case over inductive terms), the term (lam x : L:Case x of : : : ) does not represent any untyped -term. Moreover we would lose the important property of strong normalization; more precisely we could write terms which would reduce to themselves. Our goal is to introduce a system which repairs these de ciencies.
Following (DPS97), we will use the modal operator`' of modal logic IS4 to distinguish the types`A ! B' of the functional terms well-typed in the simply-typed -calculus from the types`A ! B' of the functional terms possibly containing recursive contructs. For instance, in our system, a term such as` x : L:Case x of : : : ' will have type L ! L whereas constructor`lam' will have type (L ! L) ! L. Thus, our typing judgment will rule out undesirable terms such as`(lam x : L:Case x of : : : )'.
Syntax
The system we present here is roughly the simply-typed -calculus extended by pairs, modality IS4 and recursion. We discuss the addition of polymorphism and dependent types in the conclusion. In general of course, the type of a constructor of a pure type L contains other types than L. Before describing the set of the terms, we consider a nite collection of constant terms (the constructors) C j;k , given with their pure type: ? B j;k;1 ! ! B j;k;n j;k ! L j , where each B j;k;l is a pure type and L j is a ground type. If n j;k = 0, the type of C j;k is simply L j .
The terms are inductively de ned by:
where is a function mapping the ground types L j (j 2 IN ) to types, (M j;k ) and (M 0 j;k ) are collections of terms indexed by the indexes of the constructors.
We delay till Section 2.4 the explanation of the arguments of operators`Case' and`It'.
The modal operator`"' introduces an object of type A while the operator`#' marks the elimination of a term of type A. As usual, terms equivalent under -conversion are identi ed. The Case and It functions take as arguments the resulting values for the n variables of the term M being analysed; hence the resulting type A n for both operators in the above rules.
Examples
Let us assume that we have de ned the types of the integers`Nat' by declaring two constructors`0 : Nat' and`S : Nat ! Nat'. We can informally de ne the function which counts the number of bound variables in an untyped -term by:
This function can be implemented in our system using the It construct, where = fL 7 ! Natg. Count has type L ! Nat: Count := (h iIt m; n : Nat::(plus m n) p : Nat ! Nat:(p " (S 0)))
The function`Form' of type (L ! L) ! Nat, which returns 0 if its argument is a free variable, 1 if it is an abstraction term and 2 if it is an application, can be de ned as follows:
The Typing Rules The typing rules are a combination of the rules for simply-typed -calculus, for pairs and projections, for modal -calculus IS4 (PW95) and the new rules for the recursive constructs`Case' and`It'. Due to lack of place we do not give the rules for pairs and projections here. The rules are written in Figure 1 with the following notations:
Notations B j;k;1 , : : : , B j;k;n j;k are pure types. L j is an inductive type. (T i ) i=1;:::;p is a collection, possibly empty, of pure types. Each T i can be decomposed as T i 1 ! ! T i ri ! L i , where L i is a ground type and each T i j is a pure type.
Given the types C, D (C j;k ) `C j;k : B j;k;1 ! ! B j;k;n j;k ! Lj valid, n j;k 2 IN (Case) `M :
Ti:Ln `M j;k :
Ti:B j;k;q : (Lj) `h iCase M of (M j;k ) :
Fig. 1. Typing rules
We de ne T 0 z by:
The map from ground types to types is extended over pure types by the equation:
These typing rules may seem complex at rst sight but they are naturally derived from the behaviour of the Case and It operators with respect to reduction (sections 2.4, 2.4).
Although expressed di erently, our typing rules are similar to those in (DPS96) (in which one can nd many examples), with a more user friendly modal core. See appendix 7 for a discussion on the two systems.
Basic Properties
The system allows the same basic stack manipulations as the modal -calculus IS4 without Case and It (PW95). In particular, as usual, the typing judgments are preserved by thinning and strengthening. Later, these properties will still be true for typed reduction and the interpretations of types.
The substitution rule is still admissible:
Proposition 2.1 (Admissibility of (Subst) Rule). ( decidability of typability ).
Reduction Rules
Now, we turn to the reduction rules of our system. They are inspired by the reduction rules for Case and It that have been suggested to us by Martin Hofmann as a means to describe the evaluation mechanism of (DPS97). These reduction rules are also the ones underlying the terms and induction principles presented in (DH94) in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions. Indeed this research was undertaken with this main idea in mind: our approach to HOAS (i.e. considering terms in L n = L ! ! L instead of terms of type L (DH94)) should lead to a much more elegant system than the usual approach. The result seems to con rm our intuition.
Reduction Rules for Case and Iteration on a Simple Example First we show the reduction rules for Case and It in the simple setting of the example of Section 2. For the sake of simplicity we introduce some notations.
Notations. For any type B, the type B n (n 2 IN ) is de ned by B 0 := B and B n+1 := B ! B n . We consider a map from the inductive types to types such that ( To further illustrate the reduction mechanism, let us recall the example 2.2 of the form function:
For instance, the following reductions hold:
(Form " x : L:x) , ! ( n : Nat:n 0) , ! 0
Reduction Rules Now we describe the whole set of reduction rules. Given a term of our calculus, what we want to obtain at the end of the computation is the term of the object language it represents. As we have seen earlier (Section 2), the canonical forms ( -normal -long) are in one-to-one correspondence with the object terms. Thus we want the computation to return canonical forms. That means our reduction rules will incorporate -expansion.
The -expansion reduction rule has been thoroughly studied (see (CK93), (Aka93), (JG95)). Adopting it forces us to restrict the reduction rules in some way if we still want Strong Normalization. Thus the reduction we will consider will not be a congruence (more precisely it will not be compatible with the application) and this will induce slight changes in the usual schemes of the proofs of the Church-Rosser and Strong Normalization properties.
The purpose of these restrictions is to prevent -expansions to create new -redexes which generate reduction loops. For instance, if we allowed an abstraction to be - The choice of -expansion also means we have to keep track of the types of the terms.
Indeed a term can only be -expanded if it has type A ! B. Thus we will de ne a notion of typed reduction.
The reduction relation is de ned by the inference rules in Figures 2 (simple types and modality) and 3 (Case and It). We have omitted the product rules and the compatibility rules other than (App l ), which are straightforward.
As usual we de ne the relations , ! and = (conversion) respectively as the re exive, transitive and the re exive, symmetric, transitive closures of , !.
Metatheoretical Results
The classic properties of subject reduction, con uence and strong normalization have already been established for a modal -calculus IS4 without induction (Lel97; DL99a). Here we extend these results to the recursive operators Case and It. 
Strong Normalization
Now we brie y sketch our proof of the Strong Normalization theorem for our system. The proof follows the idea of normalization proofs` la Tait' and is inspired by (Wer94) (for the inductive part) and (Gha96) (for the -expansion part).
Reducibility Candidates
First we give a de nition of the reducibility candidates (GLT89) adapted to our setting. Let us call the set of our terms, de ned in Section 2.1.
De nition 3.3 (Reducibility Candidates).
Given a type A, the reducibility candidates CR A are sets of pairs ( ; M) of a context stack and a term. They are de ned as follows: where NT = n (f x : A:M j M 2 g f" M j M 2 g fhM; Ni j M; N 2 g).
Note that instead of taking sets of terms, we consider sets of pairs of a stack and a term. Indeed, since, because of -expansion, our reduction is typed, it is convenient for the reducibility candidates to contain well-typed terms. In rule CR3, the restriction `M , ! M 0 : A is not an -expansion comes from (JG95). It has been introduced to cope with -expansions. The rule CR4 is also needed because of the -expansions (Gha96). 
Interpretation of Types and Contexts
Following the sketch of normalization proofs ' la Tait', we de ne the interpretations of types.
De nition 3.6 (Interpretations of types).
L 
Theorem 3.8 ( A] ] is a C.R.).
Given any type A, the set A] ] is a C.R.
Then we de ne the notion of interpretation of context stack. Like in the classic case of the simply-typed -calculus, the interpretation ] ] of stack in stack is a set of substitutions from to but the de nition is a bit more complex here because we have to deal with context stacks, instead of simple contexts. Thus we use a non standard notion of substitution.
De nition 3.9 (Pre-substitution).
A pre-substitution from a stack to a stack is a mapping from the set of the variables declared in into the set of the terms with all their free variables in .
A pre-substitution can be applied to a term M with all its free variables in . The result of this operation, denoted by (M), is equal to term M where all its free variables x have been replaced by their images under , (x).
Notations. Given two stacks and , a pre-substitution from to , a variable x not declared in and M a term with all its free variables in , we denote by x 7 ! M] the pre-substitution from ; x : A to such that x 7 ! M](y) = (y) if y is declared in and x 7 ! M](x) = M.
Given a stack 0 such that ; 0 is valid and a substitution 0 from 0 to ,` ; 0 ' denotes the pre-substitution from ; 0 to such that ( ; 0 )(x) = (x) if x is declared in and ( ; 0 )(x) = 0 (x) if x is declared in 0 .
De nition 3.10 (Interpretation of context stack).
Given two stacks and , the interpretation of in , ] ] , is a set of presubstitutions from to . It is de ned by induction on :
:] ] is the singleton whose only element is the empty pre-substitution from . to . This lemma is proved by induction on the derivation of `M : A. The most di cult case occurs for rule ("). It is solved by using the typing restrictions imposed by modality (see (Lel97)). The strong normalization theorem is then an easy corollary, using the fact that for any stack , the pre-substitution identity from to belongs to ] ] . Theorem 3.12 (Strong Normalization).
There is no in nite sequence of reductions.
Con uence and Conservative Extension
The con uence property is a corollary of the strong normalization (Theorem 3.12) and the local con uence results (this fact is often called Newman's Lemma , after (New42)).
Theorem 3.13 (Con uence). If `M , ! N : A and `M , ! P : A then there is a term Q such that `N , ! Q : A and `P , ! Q : A.
As usual, the`uniqueness of normal forms' property is a corollary of the strong normalization and con uence theorems.
Corollary 3.14 (Uniqueness of normal forms). If `M : A then M reduces to a unique canonical form in .
The conservative extension property uses the strong normalization result together with the following technical lemma, which needs some notations.
Notation. Given a stack ? 1 ; : : : ; ? n , two variables x and y declared respectively in ? i and ? j , we say that y is declared in the future of x if j i.
A term is said to be pure if it is a term of the simply-typed -calculus (that is to say it does not contain any Case/It, any modal operators, any pairs, nor any projections).
Lemma 3.15 (Possible forms of a canonical term).
Given 
Related Works
Our system has been inspired by (DPS97). The main di erence is that the underlying modal -calculus is easier to use and seems to be better adapted to an extension to dependent types. Splitting the context in two parts (the intuitionistic and the modal parts) would most probably make the treatment of dependent types even more di cult, when representing a modal type depending on both non-modal and modal types. We also provide reduction rules, instead of a particular strategy for evaluation. Finally, due to that latter point and the fact that we have adapted well known proof methods, our metatheoretic proofs are much more compact and easier to read. As a consequence, our system seems to be a better candidate for further extensions than the previous proposition.
Raymond McDowell and Dale Miller have proposed (MM97) a meta-logic to reason about object logics coded using higher order abstract syntax. Their approach is quite different from ours, less ambitious in a sense. They do not provide a type system supporting the judgments-as-types principle. Instead, they propose two logics: one for each level (the object and meta levels). Moreover they only have induction on natural numbers, which can be used to derive other induction principles via the construction of an appropriate measure.
Frank Pfenning and Carsten Sch rmann have also de ned a meta-logic`M 2 ', which allows inductive reasoning over HOAS encodings in LF (PS98). Recent development of this meta-logic are a nice improvement of the system by Raymond McDowell and Dale Miller. It was designed to support automated theorem proving. This meta-logic has been implemented in the theorem prover Twelf, which gives a logical programming interpretation of M 2 . Twelf has been used to automatically prove properties such as type preservation for Mini-ML, an impressive result for us.
From our de nition of valid terms in an object language L n = L ! ! L ! L implemented in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, we derived an induction principle, that we claimed to be more natural, and more powerful, than the usual ones (see the de nitions of the Valid predicates in (DH94)). Martin Hofmann recently formalized this induction principle in a modal meta-logic, using categorical tools (Hof99). In this paper, he very nicely formalizes and compares, on the categorical level, several representations of terms using HOAS, and several induction principles currently used, sometimes without justi cations, for fonctional terms.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a modal -calculus IS4 with primitive recursive constructs that we claim to be better than the previous proposition (DPS97). The conservative extension theorem, which guarantees that the adequacy of encodings is preserved, is proved as well as the Church-Rosser and strong normalization properties.
Our main goal is now to extend this system to dependent types and to polymorphic types. This kind of extension is not straightforward but we expect our system to be exible enough to allow it. We have already proposed an extension of our system to dependent types, only with a non-dependent rule for eliminatin for the moment (DL99b; Lel98). A full treatment of dependent types would have given an induction principle that we did not succeed in justifying in our setting. The work by Martin Hofmann (Hof99) suggests that our induction principles should be provable.
Another interesting direction of research consists in replacing our recursive operators by operators for pattern-matching such as those used in the ALF (MN94) system, implementing Martin-L f's Type Theory (NPS90). Some hints for a concrete syntax for this extension have been given in (DPS97). Frank Pfenning and Carsten Sch rmann are currently working on the de nition of a meta-logic along these lines.
A related domain is the design of a programming language based on some features we have provided in our systems, in particular dependant types. Frank Pfenning and Hongwei Xi have recently proposed such a language, in the ML tradition (PX99).
only case where this method should be chosen is the case where we want to bootstrap a system implemented using de Bruijn codes. The best alternative today to HOAS seems to us a method due to James Mc Kinna and Randy Pollack, which makes a distinction between free and bound variables by implementing them within two di erent sets. This method has been extensively used by its authors in the formalization of the Lego system in itself. A more recent method, due to Andrew Gordon and Tom Melham, is called ve axioms for -conversion. The idea is to provide an universal implementation ofterms, that people could use for their formalizations of bound variables. Both methods lead to signi cant overhead in the developments. The method of James Mc Kinna and Randy Pollack giving better results than the other. We have experimented all the above methods (except the de Bruijn code) on some proofs of properties of the -calculus. The proofs using the method of James Mc Kinna and Randy Pollack (Hen98) have exactly the same shape than the proofs using HOAS (Des99), with extra lemmas dealing with the existence of fresh variables, in various places. The proof using the method by Andrew Gordon and Tom Melham (Gil99) might be closer to a hand-written proof, where we are used to explicitly deal with the freshness of variables, but it is even much more heavy. 7. Appendix B. A note on the modal core of the system Although expressed a bit di erently, our typing rules are similar to those in (DPS96) (in which one can nd many examples), except two notable di erences:
As noticed before, the modal core is di erent. We have context stacks instead of two contexts and our modal rules ("), (#) and (Pop) are expressed in a very simple way (like in (PW95)).
In our last two typing rules the terms M j;k and M 0 j;k are a priori indexed by all the indexes of the constructors. This means that we should de ne one term M j;k (or M 0 j;k ) per constructor C j;k . Actually, when computing over inductive terms of type L n , we only need to de ne the terms M j;k such that L n and L j are`mutually'
inductive. This notion is essential for a future implementation of an extension of this system as a logical framework but is quite orthogonal to the properties we state and we prove in the rest of this work. The interested reader will nd the de nition of mutual inductive types we could adopt here completely formalized in (DPS96). There exist several presentations of the modal core of our calculus in the literature. Let us brie y recall them here.
It is well known that the following rule for I , which would prevent the system to satisfy the substitution lemma, does not hold:
?`A ?`A ( I ) The introduction and elimination rules for the operator of the IS4 system presented in Natural Deduction syle, using contexts, are a bit more complicated (BdP96):
? We chose the lattest system because it is the simplest and more elegant one, as far as syntax is concerned. However, both the Pop rule and the non standard use of context stacks complicate a little bit the meta-theoretical study of the system.
The interested reader might nd various mappings between the di erent presentations of the IS4 systems in the literature (see (DP96; PW95)).
8. Appendix C. Interpretation of type A in the case A is pure In the de nition of A] ], there is a missing case. In the case A is pure, we have to take into account the fact that A may be the type of the inductive argument of Case/It. Let us call S the set of the total functions that map a pure type A to a C.R. for type A. We de ne the operator F from S to S by giving F(g) i=p i=1
T i :L for g 2 S, where T i
